Test ID #

Description

Note

Result

1

Basic call in/out

Supported codecs G729 / G711

ok / ok

2

Basic call in/out with CLIP

CLIP incoming / outgoing (main, DID etc.)

ok / ok

3

CLIR

Over dialplan, i.e. "92 + ext. n°

ok with Privacy ID

4

CLIP - no screening

CLIP with different number as Company one on outgoing calls

ok

5

Internal transfer (with offering)

ok

6

Internal transfer (without offering)

ok

7

External transfer (with offering)

ok

8

External transfer (without offering)

ok

9

Internal FWD (no answ, busy and forced)

10

External FWD (CFU, CFB, CFNA)

ok

11

External FWD (CFU, CFB, CFNA) CLIP - no scr. CLIP no screening if "show original number" is set on trunk

ok

12

Call reject

Incoming external call and reject call DND / Reject button

ok

13

Mobility feature

from internal / external

ok

Mobility feature

Default CLIP if "show original number" is not set on trunk

ok

Mobility feature

CLIP no screening if "show original number" is set on trunk

ok

Default CLIP if "show original number" is not set on trunk

ok

14

Fax IN Fax2Mail

ok

15

Fax IN FXS

ok

16

Fax OUT Collaboration

ok

17

Fax OUT FXS

ok

18

Call to switched off Mobile

ok

19

Call to switched off Mobile with voicemail

ok

20

DTMF on numbers with IVR

ok

21

DTMF on tollfree numbers

ok

Info:

http://www.peoplefone.de/de/produkte/peoplefone_sip_trunk_pbx/

Used version:
Wildix
WMS: 3.80.31344.12
Peoplefone
User-Agent: Server VOIP 1.1

Trunk Config

Cid Body: <sip:${num}@sip.peoplefone.de>
Dialplan example incoming calls

4932221785240 = example for dialing extension 102
4932221785241 = example for dialing fax service mail2fax
493222178524X = example for DID from 4932221785240 to 4932221785249 translated to internal number 10X (100 to 109

Dialplan outgoing calls

"Anonymous Call" (CLIR)

Note: Example with dialing "93" to restrict CLIP and dial number with leading "0" for trunk access.
Custom application "SIPAddHeader(Privacy: id)" used to set "Privacy: Id" requested from provider in order to restrict number
User config to send:
CLIP (DID)

CLIP (no screening)

